WE GIVE TAX-FREE CASH BACK TO YOU!

- Aflac pays YOU – not the doctor or hospital.
- Aflac benefits are paid regardless of any other coverage you may have.
- If you retire or switch jobs, you can take your Aflac plans with you at the same rate.
- Aflac plans are guaranteed renewable, regardless of claim history.
- Rates don’t increase, even as you get older, as long as you keep the same coverage.
- You can cover family members on Aflac plans.
- Premiums are taken as a Pre-Tax deduction – saving you up to 25% in taxes.
- Personalized Service from: Alynn Cervone.

(All rates range from $4 to $8 dollars per week for an individual.)

Personal Accident Indemnity

Benefits are paid to you in the event you or a covered family member are injured and seek medical attention within 3 days. Coverage is 24/7. From a broken tooth or back issues to a major car accident, or even accidental death. Aflac can provide you cash for those unexpected expenses that always seem to follow.

Hospital Protection

BRAND NEW!

This program is designed to help meet deductibles and copays. There is an option for those in the PPO and HSA. It is guaranteed issue meaning EVERYONE can participate regardless of health issues or pre-existing conditions. No one can be denied and it is the same rate for anyone age 18 through 75. It protects against hospitalization and doctor visits for any reason.

Cancer Care

Nobody wants to think about it, but everyone knows someone who has encountered this dreadful disease. Aflac helps you with the out-of-pocket expenses by starting with a $2,000 (or more) First Occurrence cash benefit upon diagnosis. We are with you through the whole experience providing other additional benefits including hospital confinement, medical imaging, radiation and chemotherapy, immunotherapy, anti-nausea medication, experimental treatment, travel and lodging, and many more.

Critical Care and Recovery

This program is often called “The Heart Program”. It protects specifically against heart attacks, strokes, by-pass surgery, and end-stage renal failure. Every claim starts with a $5,000 payout upon diagnosis. From there, we pay per day that someone is confined in the hospital and $125 for each follow up or therapy visit after any and every occurrence for up to 60 days.

If you are interested, please contact Alynn Maginness for more information at (724)494-2667.